Harnessing isomerization-mediated manipulation of nonspecific cell/matrix interactions to reversibly trigger and suspend stem cell differentiation†
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Specific protein-cell and drug-cell interactions have been widely used to manipulate stem cell fate. Despite extensive studies, most current platforms cannot realize reversible manipulation of stem cell differentiation. In this work, we report a photodynamic zwitterionic hydrogel capable of reversibly triggering and suspending the differentiation process via manipulating nonspecific interactions between cultured stem cells and the hydrogel. The differentiation state of stem cells can be altered by exposing the hydrogel to a selected light program, while differentiation can be immediately suspended when near-infrared exposure converts the hydrogel into a purely zwitterionic form. While many other studies apply specific interactions to control stem cell fate, this work provides a completely different approach—allowing reversible, real-time and localized manipulation of stem cell fate choice via nonspecific interactions.

Moreover, the biochemical attributes of photoresponsive hydrogels can be manipulated by conjugating signaling ligands via site-specific photoconjugation chemistries such as thiol–ene addition,10,11,22 Michael-type chemistry13,24 and photo-induced click cycloaddition23 with the aim to upregulate specific stem cell activity pathways. These biophysical and biochemical manipulations can also be employed simultaneously, providing dynamic environments with the scope to answer fundamental questions about material regulation of live cell functions and advancing applications from drug delivery platforms to tissue engineering systems.11 Investigations of photoswitchable molecules including azobenzenes,26 stilbenes,27 spiropyrans,28,29 diarylenephenes,30 fulgides,31 and others,32–34 have built a helpful toolbox employable for the construction of light-responsive systems and materials. However, none of these aforementioned light-induced materials enable both reversible photobleaching/conjugation reactions29 and restraint of stem cell differentiation. This makes it difficult to realize continuously programmed manipulation of stem cell fate and to provide a reference state from which both physical and biochemical interactions can be introduced and studied.

In our previous study, ultra-low fouling zwitterionic poly(carboxybetaine)-based materials were found to be capable of restraining human mesenchymal stem cell (hMSC) differentiation, credited to the complete elimination of nonspecific interactions with cells.35–41 This finding encouraged us to develop a zwitterionic hydrogel-based platform responsive to external stimuli and utilize this platform and its unique reference state to explore the influence of nonspecific interactions on stem cell differentiation behavior. Spiropyran is a unique photoresponsive molecule we hypothesized would complement this

Introduction

Hydrogels with advanced integrated functions have numerous potential applications in the biomedical field, especially for stem cell-based tissue engineering.1–3 Strategies to provide ‘smart’ capabilities to hydrogels primarily seek to achieve matrices that are instructive to neighboring stem cells, or that stimulate desired stem cell responses crucial to tissue regeneration processes.4,5 The ability to control the biophysical and biochemical properties of a hydrogel through an external stimulus is highly desirable and actively studied.4,6 Conventional smart hydrogels can be actuated via a change in pH, temperature or ionic strength as a bulk material.7,8 However, the most desired type of scaffold would realize dynamic heterogeneity like natural tissues, which is unrealistic to achieve using the bulk stimuli mentioned above.9 Unlike bulk stimuli-responsive hydrogel systems, light-induced hydrogels have numerous advantages—specific wavelengths can be delivered with high spatial and temporal precision, no chemical contamination is introduced, and closed systems such as hydrogel-cell constructs can be conveniently and easily actuated.9–13 The biophysical properties of photosensitive hydrogels can be tuned through photolysis by utilizing photocrosslinking bonds11,14–16 or by means of bulk photodegradation.17–21
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platform, as its two isomers have vastly different properties. It can assume a zwitterionic hydrophilic form (merocyanine, MC), a closed-ring hydrophobic form (spiropyran, SP), or switch between these continuously and reversibly when exposed to invisible near-infrared (NIR) or visible green light. In a polar solution such as water, exposure to NIR light is able to convert SP moieties into MC moieties via two-photon excitation (TPE), while visible green light converts MC moieties back to SP moieties via single-photon excitation (SPE).

In this work, a dynamic photoresponsive zwitterionic hydrogel containing spiropyran was developed, comprising a copolymer of static zwitterionic monomer carboxybetaine acrylamide (CBAA) and photoswitchable monomer spiropyran methacrylate (SPMA), crosslinked with zwitterionic carboxybeteine dimethacrylate (CBDMA). Prior to gel formation, CBAA was functionalized with cellular recognition peptide cyclic-RGD (cRGD) to mediate stem cell adhesion. As we have previously demonstrated, the cRGD sequence allows functionalized CB molecules to maintain a neutral charge and remain highly resistant to nonspecific protein binding. HMSCs were encapsulated within the described hydrogel during gel formation. The resulting cell-hydrogel constructs were then incubated in a bipotential (osteogenic and adipogenic) differentiation medium under photoradiation by two constructively interacting NIR and green lights. Tuning the strength of each light enables the balance between hydrophobic SP and hydrophilic MC moieties in the construct to be deliberately modulated. Consequently, nonspecific interactions between hMSCs and their culture platform can be spatially and temporally regulated. The results show that differentiation restraint, lineage programming, and precise spatiotemporal control of differentiated hMSCs can be achieved with this photoactuated zwitterionic hydrogel platform.

**Results and discussion**

**Hydrogel characterization**

Synthesis of the photoswitchable SPMA monomer is described in the ESI and presented in ESI Fig. S1. A hydrogel was constructed with monomers, CBAA, cRGD-functionalized CBAA, SPMA and crosslinker CBDMA, as shown in Fig. 1a. The photochromic mechanism and properties of the synthesized hydrogel were evaluated and are presented in Fig. 1b-f. As illustrated in Fig. 1b, we speculated the hydrogel could be dynamically manipulated between two different states via exposure to different wavelengths of light. To test this, we exposed the hydrogel to infrared light (800 nm, 50 mW), green light (560 nm, 50 mW), or a combination of these wavelengths at different powers (50 mW infrared with 10 mW green (NG-1) or 50 mW infrared with 30 mW green (NG-2)) for 14 days. Photographs of hydrogels after exposure to different light programs are shown in Fig. 1c; the hydrogels appeared starkly different despite their chemically identical initial compositions. Hydrogels remained colorless under pure green light exposure, developed a dark purple color under pure NIR, and displayed intermediate hues under constructively interacting NIR and green light dependent on the intensity of each wavelength. The UV-Vis absorption spectra presented in Fig. 1d corroborated this MC ↔ SP balance. NIR exposure converted SP to MC and maximized absorbance at the characteristic MC wavelength (548 nm), while green light reversed this conversion and diminished absorption at 548 nm. This dynamic photochromism process is summarized in Fig. 1e and f. As shown, the MC ↔ SP conversion is stable (up to 14 days) and can be completed within 30 minutes. In addition, as presented in ESI Fig. S2, this photoswitch is reversible through at least 10 NIR-green cycles. Notably, the mechanical and swelling properties of the

**Fig. 1** (a) Photoresponsive hydrogel components spiropyran methacrylate (i, SPMA), carboxybetaine acrylamide (ii, CBAA), cRGD-functionalized CBAA (iii) and crosslinker carboxybetaine dimethacrylate (CBDMA). (b) Reversible photochromism of spiropyran between its hydrophobic spiropyran (SP) and hydrophilic merocyanine (MC) forms. (c) Representative photograph of photodynamic hydrogels receiving NIR, NG-1, NG-2 and green light exposure. (d) UV-Vis absorption spectra of photodynamic hydrogels receiving NIR, NG-1, NG-2 and green light exposure. (e and f) Photodynamic process of the MC ↔ SP conversion in hydrogels receiving different light exposures starting from either a green hydrogel (e) or NIR hydrogel (f).
hydrogels did not change significantly after different wavelength exposures, suggesting that this photochromism has little influence on the physical properties of the reported hydrogel (ESI Fig. S3†).

In our previous studies, we have demonstrated the ultra-low fouling properties of polyCBAA, cRGD-functionalized polyCBAA and polyCBDMA.21–23 To examine the nonspecific interactions between SPMA and cells or culture media, we herein used surface plasmon resonance (SPR) to measure protein adsorption onto a polySPMA film from hMSC lysate and fetal bovine serum (FBS). The SPMA was grafted from a gold chip via surface-initiated atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP) under previously reported conditions (ESI Fig. S4a†). We exposed the pSPMA films to NIR, NG-1, NG-2 and green light for one hour before evaluation, and found their resistance to nonspecific protein binding to differ starkly after each exposure condition. (ESI Fig. S4b and c†). While pSPMA films exhibited low protein fouling after exposure to pure NIR light, increased fouling was observed when the green wavelength was added and the highest fouling seen after pure green light exposure. This demonstrates that nonspecific interactions on SP-based substrates are highly dependent on the light system applied to them.

We proceeded to encapsulate hMSCs in the photodynamic hydrogel. The hydrogel-hMSC constructs were placed in bipotential media and cells were allowed to grow for 14 days under continuous exposure to pure NIR, NG-1, NG-2, or pure green light. As presented in ESI Fig. S5,† the encapsulated hMSCs exposed to each light condition retained nearly 100% viability over the 14 days. To explore their differentiation behavior, we then examined the expression of characteristic surface antigens, presence of histological markers, and characteristic mRNA production.

### 3D differentiation

To examine the differentiation behavior of hMSCs encapsulated in photoactuated gels, we first assessed the expression of surface antigens characteristic to adipogenic (PPARG and FABP4) and osteogenic (RUNX2, OPN) lineages. When hMSC-hydrogel constructs were incubated under pure NIR exposure, neither adipogenic nor osteogenic surface antigens were observed (Fig. 2a). This suggests the differentiation potential of hMSCs is restrained when nonspecific interactions between the matrix and cells are eliminated, which is consistent with our previous finding.34 When nonspecific interactions were slightly enhanced under NIR-dominant mixed wavelength (NG-1) exposure, we observed clear expression of adipogenic surface antigens (PPARG and FABP4) by cells within the hydrogel. However, this adipogenic antigen expression was largely absent under green-dominant mixed (NG-2) and pure green photoradiation, whereas osteogenic surface antigen (RUNX2 and OPN) expression was heightened when nonspecific interactions were further increased in these conditions (Fig. 2a). Quantitative results are summarized in Fig. 2b.

We further evaluated encapsulated hMSC differentiation via histological staining for neutral lipids (indicating adipogenesis) with Oil Red O, and for alkaline phosphatase (ALP, an osteogenic marker) with Fast Blue salt. These results, shown in Fig. 3a, validate our IHC analysis; neither marker was prominently found in the NIR-exposed constructs, while supplemental green light progressively increased nonspecific binding sites and initiated differentiation. The encapsulated hMSCs were prone to choosing an adipogenic lineage when fewer nonspecific interactions were available (NG-1) but increasingly committed to osteogenesis as more nonspecific binding was possible (NG-2 and green). Fig. 3b and c shows quantitative expression of the stained markers after 14 days of culture, and the dynamic differentiation rates observed under each illumination system are presented in ESI Fig. S6.†
In addition, we quantified the expression of characteristic mRNA via qRT-PCR (ESI Fig. S7†) and observed the same trend found by IHC analysis and histological staining. We also assessed the influence of cytoskeletal manipulation on differentiation trends under different light conditions, and these results are summarized in ESI Fig. S8 with relevant discussion in the ESI.†

2D differentiation

The differentiation behavior of hMSCs cultured in 3D photo-actuated hydrogels demonstrates the critical role played by nonspecific binding in signal transfer and therefore the fate of hMSCs grown in these environments. Compared to 3D culture, seeding hMSCs on a 2D surface gives them more room to expand and grow; we therefore cultured hMSCs on the surface of photoswitchable hydrogels under the same light and media conditions described above to further explore their morphologies and lineage commitment. The fluorescent micrographs in Fig. 4a demonstrate the morphological differences we observed in 2D culture resulting from each light condition. The hMSCs retained their compact round shape under NIR exposure, as the nonfouling substrate greatly inhibited spreading. In contrast, the cells developed larger spread morphologies under the other light conditions, suggesting that hMSCs cultured on the surface of the reported hydrogel retained their stem cell phenotype under NIR exposure and committed to differentiated phenotypes under visible light. Based on the larger round adipocyte-like shape observed under NG-1 exposure and outstretched osteoblast morphology presented under NG-2 and green light systems (Fig. 4a), we speculated that the cells favored adipogenesis under weak visible light and osteogenesis under stronger green illumination as observed in 3D culture experiments.

We repeated histological staining of the surface-cultured cells grown under each light condition, with representative images presented in Fig. 4b. HMSCs cultured under visible light differentiated predictably according to the degree of nonspecific interaction possible, committing to adipogenesis under weaker green light intensity (NG-1) and increasingly osteogenesis under higher intensity (NG-2) or pure green light. Furthermore, we isolated mRNAs from the surface-cultured hMSCs and utilized qRT-PCR to examine genes characteristic to each lineage. Congruent with our other analyses of 2D- and 3D-cultured cells, adipogenic gene expression was highest under NG-1 exposure and osteogenic gene expression dominated under NG-2 and green conditions (Fig. 4c). None of the lineage-specific genes were expressed at significant levels by hMSCs cultured on the nonfouling NIR-exposed gel, again indicating their multipotency was maintained.

Programmed differentiation

Achieving robust spatiotemporal control of cell-scaffold constructs is a key challenge in the regeneration of complex tissues or organs. We hypothesized the photoactuated platform presented here would allow hMSC differentiation lineages to be precisely programmed in real time and with respect to their location in the gel. A patterned and constructively interacting irradiation method was employed first to evaluate spatial control. In brief, the entire hydrogel sample was exposed to NIR light from the bottom, and green light of varying intensities was applied through a patterned chrome photomask from the top. In the example shown in Fig. 5, 30 mW green light is applied through the 1st and 3rd patterned rows of the photomask and 10 mW green light is applied through the 2nd patterned row. Green light sources of different powers were isolated to avoid cross-talk. During the patterned light exposure, we added protein solutions from either culture medium (FBS) or hMSC lysate (CLS) onto the gel and incubated them for 24 hours. The resulting protein adsorption was evaluated with fluorescent tagging by Rhodamine (FBS) and FITC (CLS), as described in the ESI.† As presented in Fig. 5a, the 1st and the 3rd rows presented strong binding affinity to both FBS and CLS proteins while the 2nd row presented weaker binding to these solutions. Notably, the remainder of the hydrogel exposed to pure NIR resisted fouling by both FBS and CLS proteins, in sharp contrast to the patterned area exposed to visible light. After confirming this spatial control of protein fouling, we seeded hMSCs on the hydrogel surface to pursue patterned differentiation. Using the same masking pattern, we cultured the cell-hydrogel construct in bipotential media for 14 days and assessed their differentiation behavior with histological staining. As shown in Fig. 5a, while most hMSCs did not differentiate under pure NIR exposure, they differentiated actively in the patterned areas exposed to green light. It was apparent that the patterned exposures enabled delicate spatial control of differentiation behavior on the same scaffold. HMSCs grown in the 1st and 3rd rows
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in the 2nd row preferred adipogenesis.

We further endeavored to manipulate the fate choice of cultured hMSCs in real time in order to precisely control the temporal differentiation composition on a single scaffold. We exposed the surface-cultured cells in bipotential differentiation media to a continuous wavelength-sweep program—NIR, 3 days → NG-2, 1 day → NIR, 3 days → NG-1, 1 day → NIR, 3 days. NIR was applied through the full timeline, while a chosen visible light program (i.e. NG-1 or NG-2) was applied for 24 hours every three days. As presented in Fig. 5b(i), during the first three days of culture under NIR exposure, hMSC differentiation potential was largely restrained. When we applied NG-2 for one day, we began to observe significant osteogenesis on the hydrogel while their adipogenic potential was still largely inhibited. Notably, when we switched from NG-2 back to NIR exposure, differentiation was suspended due to the elimination of nonspecific interactions. As shown in Fig. 5b(iii), we did not observe further significant differentiation during the 2nd threeday exposure to pure NIR. During the one-day NG-1 application that followed, we observed resumed lineage commitment—as seen in Fig. 5b(iv), significant adipogenesis was noted on the platform while enhanced osteogenesis was not seen. This adipogenesis was again suspended by reverting the construct to NIR illumination only. As seen by comparing Fig. 5b(iv) to (v), we did not observe significantly enhanced differentiation during the final three-day NIR period. A quantitative summary of the differentiation assessed by histological staining during this continuous wavelength-sweep program is summarized in Fig. 5c. Notably, as presented in ESI Fig. S9,† the sequence of applied illumination conditions did not affect the overall differentiated composition.

We finally analyzed the cultured cells via flow cytometry after this 12 day programmed culture, and found the cells experienced neither significant death nor apoptosis on the reported platform (Fig. 5d). This assessment indicated the high biocompatibility of the photoactuated platform and differentiation programming strategy. Examination of characteristic surface antigen and mRNAs expression by cells on the hydrogel surface further confirmed the positive differentiation of hMSCs after this 12 day culture program. The quantitative differentiation profiles as assayed through each method are summarized in Fig. 5c-e.

Conclusions

In this work, we demonstrate a photoswitchable zwitterionic hydrogel platform that enables dynamic control of hMSC differentiation spatially and temporally. This hydrogel can be continuously and reversibly shifted between a zwitterionic hydrophilic state and a hydrophobic state when exposed to a combination of green and NIR lights, all without causing cell damage. The combined capabilities of this photodynamic platform—control of the nonspecific interactions possible without changing the hydrogel composition, and restraint of stem cell differentiation in a zwitterionic hydrogel free of nonspecific interactions—make precise direction of stem cell self-renewal and differentiation possible. As a result, the composition, location, and differentiation status of stem cells can be easily manipulated and adjusted at will on a single hydrogel scaffold by simply controlling lights and avoiding chemical contamination. This strategy will advance the fundamental understanding of stem cell differentiation mechanisms, as well as provide a platform for hMSC-based regenerative medicine.
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